Practical issues on the application of the GHS classification criteria for germ cell mutagens.
The Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labeling of Chemicals (GHS) requires classification of chemicals on germ cell mutagenicity. The Japanese government has conducted GHS classification on about 1400 chemicals in a 2-year project (J-GHS) for implementing GHS domestically. Prior to the classification work, the technical guidance for classification of germ cell mutagens was prepared. This guidance introduces the concept of heritable mutagenicity, and presents detailed criteria for germ cell mutagens, test data to be used, and a practical decision tree for classification. These practical guidance and supporting explanations are useful for non-expert Classifiers (scientists applying the classification criteria). Several issues, however, were identified during the course of J-GHS and in re-evaluating the classification results. These include: (1) the information sources when available data are limited; (2) lack of understanding GHS classification criteria or insufficient review of the information by Classifiers; (3) varying opinions of experts on data quality and weight of evidence, and; (4) decision tree approaches, e.g., inadequacy for use in overall evaluation in some cases. Ideally, classification should be performed by Classifiers with high expertise using high quality information sources. Genetic toxicologists as experts should consider data quality and reliability, and give a critical review of all available information for support of classification. A weight of evidence approach is also required to assess mutagenic potential of chemicals. Critical points for suitable classification for GHS are discussed.